
PTE Speaking Practice Test 15

Repeat Sentence

In the speaking section, at a time, there will only be 10 answers stored. In addition to
the 11th answer, the first answer gets deleted automatically.
You will hear a sentence. Please repeat the sentence exactly as you hear it. You will
hear the sentence only once.

1. Australia is the first AIDS-free country in the world.
2. Chhattisgarh Government has an armed local population to fight Naxalite.
3. Walking, cycling, and mass transportation can reduce vehicular pollution.
4. The German government has phased out nuclear energy from the energy basket.
5. The excess steel capacity of China has created a glut in the steel industry.
6. Plummeting prices of solar panels have become a boon for India.
7. Innovation in renewable sources of energy has made coal obsolete in the energy

basket.
8. Recently Zika virus has detected in Miami, Florida.
9. The parliament has ratified the bill on Goods and Service Taxes.
10.The canonization ceremony of Mother Teresa was conducted at the Vatican.
11. Due to tension on the border, the Indian defense minister has canceled his

foreign tour.
12.Heavy taxes on petroleum products have reduced vehicular pollution.
13.Technological evolution in the last few decades has mainly happened in the fields

of information technology only.
14.The key permanent works of military engineers have always been fortifications.
15.For half a century or more, there has been little or less advancement in fields like

biotechnology.
16.The stock market crash in the USA has driven many people to bankruptcy.
17.Mr. Tom was an adventure junkie who spent a month in every year living in the

wilderness all alone by himself.
18.Doctors feel that Homeopathy is an inefficient method of treating diseases and

must not be taken seriously.
19.The partly silver crown experiences a greater upthrust than the gold.
20. Entrepreneurship is about survival, which nurtures creative thinking.


